Victoria Magathan Elementary School
Uniform & Dress Code Policy 2016-2017

Pants, Shorts, Skirts, & Jumpers
Must be black or plaid and…
 Fit at the waist (not too tight or too baggy)
 Be free of holes or tears
 Be appropriate length (longer than arms-length)
Jeans, sweatpants, pajama, nylon, or lycra material
are not acceptable

Shirts
Must be burgundy or gray polo shirt or white
button up and….
 Fit appropriately (not too tight or too baggy)
 Have a collar
 Be a solid color with no design, unless it is
Magathan spirit wear
 Be either short or long sleeves

Shoes
Must be white or black and…
 Be free of any tagging or custom-designs
 No bright colored shoe laces
 Cover the foot completely

Sweaters, Sweatshirts, and Jackets
Must be burgundy, white, black or gray and…
 Be a solid color with no design, unless it is
Magathan spirit wear
 May be zip-up, pull-on, hooded or non-hooded

Hats
Must be burgundy, white, black or gray and…
 Be a solid color with no design, unless it is
Magathan spirit wear
 May be beanie or baseball cap style
 Be worn facing forward
Accessories
Acceptable accessories include…
 Sunglasses
 Hair accessories
 Bracelets, necklaces
 Belts
 Earrings (must be shorter than 1 inch)
All accessories must be solid colors and may either
be navy blue, black, brown, or gray

Spirit Days
Blue jeans-----Spirit Shirts-----Uniform Shirts
 NO SKINNY JEANS
 Blue jeans, only; no colored jeans
 Plain pockets, no decorations





Basic Dress Code
Hats and sunglasses may only be worn while
outdoors and must be removed while in the
classroom.
Tops must be short sleeve or long sleeve and
cover cleavage and midriff
No clothing containing sexual innuendo or
promoting alcohol, tobacco, drugs, weapons, hate,
intolerance, or violence.
No gang related attire, such as bandanas, or gang
related drawings, symbols, or writing on clothing,
notebooks, shoes, backpacks, etc.
Shorts and skirts must be arm length or longer.
Clothes must fit at the waist.
Open-toed shoes, sandals, flip flops, slippers, etc.
are not acceptable.

Unacceptable accessories include….

 Facial piercings

 Bandanas
 Tattoos, real, temporary, or drawn on selves with 
ink or marker
 Bright, vivid colored hair or extensions
*When students are in violation of dress code, they will receive a lunch detention consequence and parents will
be asked to bring in a change of clothes.
**Administration will make the final call on all dress code violations.

